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METHOD OF DETECTING OPERATING 
STATES OF AN ELECTRICAL APPARATUS 
AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR 
DETECTING APPARATUS-SPECIFIC 

OPERATING STATES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The invention relates to a method for identifying various 
operating modes of an electrical apparatus Specific to the 
telecommunication field. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Electrical apparatuses which may assume different oper 

ating modes from an original mode include, for example, 
mobile telecommunication equipment. Telecommunication 
equipment may be designed as cordless mobile parts in 
accordance with the DECT/GAP Standard (Digital Euro 
pean Cordless Telecommunication; see (1): Nachrichten 
technik Elektronik Telecommunications Electronics 42 
(1992, January/February), No. 1, Berlin, DE; U. Pilger: 
“Struktur des DECT-Standards” Structure of DECT 
Standard), pages 23 to 29; (2): Philips Telecommunication 
Review, Vol. 49, No. 3, September 1991; R. Mulder: “DECT 
Universal Cordless Access System”, pages 68 to 73:/Generic 
Access Profile; see ETSI-Publication prETS 300444, April 
1995, Final Draft, ETSI, FR) or as mobile radio mobile parts 
in accordance with the GSM Standard (Groupe Spéciale 
Mobile oder Global System for Mobile Communication; see 
Informatik Spektrum Information Technology Spectrum 
14 (1991) June, No. 3, Berlin, DE; A. Mann: “Der GSM 
Standard-Grundlage für digitale europaische Mobil 
funknetze' The GSM Standard-Basis of digital European 
mobile (radio networks), pages 137 to 152). The various 
operating modes of the mobile telecommunication equip 
ment are designed from Standard features that are specific to 
the telecommunications apparatus and/or from performance 
features which are specific to the telecommunications appa 
ratuS. 

One Standard feature that is Specific to the telecommuni 
cation equipment is the charging of the energy storage (for 
example a rechargeable battery) used in the telecommuni 
cation equipment. One performance feature that is specific to 
the telecommunication equipment is the “hands-free 
Speech” and the "loudspeaker/hands-free listening”. 

Reference EP-O 313 776 B1 discloses a mobile telecom 
munications apparatus (cordless mobile part) which, with a 
charging shell, forms a (temporary) functional unit in Such 
a manner that both the "battery recharging Standard feature 
and the “hands-free speech” and/or “loudspeaker' perfor 
mance feature can be activated. 

Furthermore, Reference EP-0-624 021 A2 and WO 
92/00640 disclose mobile telecommunication equipment 
(cordless mobile parts and mobile radio handsets) which can 
be used to achieve the performance feature "hands-free 
Speech'. To this extent, the mobile telecommunication 
equipment has an earpiece which is designed as an earphone 
or headset and is connected (detachably) via a cord to the 
handset of the telecommunication equipment. The other 
telecommunication-specific parts are arranged and/or con 
tained in the handset. In order to achieve the performance 
feature "hands-free speech', it is possible-according to 
EP-0 624 021 A2-for the handset to be mounted with the 
microphone and/or-according to WO92/00640-an exter 
nal microphone to be attached to the earpiece cord in the 
vicinity of the mouth (for example a jacket or shirt pocket), 
and for the earpiece to be inserted into the ear. 
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2 
On the basis of the configurations of a mobile telecom 

munication equipment described above, a distinction is 
drawn between Standard mobile parts and convenience 
mobile parts. 
While standard mobile parts have only the standard 

feature “battery recharging”, both the standard feature “bat 
tery recharging” and the performance feature "hands-free 
Speech” and/or "loudspeaker/hands-free listening can be 
implemented in convenience mobile parts. 

Examples of known circuit designs related to the inven 
tion are shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 herein and further 
explained in an article published in Components 31 (1993), 
Issue 6, pages 215 to 218; S. Althammer, D. Brickmann, 
entitled “Hoch-optimierte ICS fir DECT 
Schnurlostelefone' Highly optimized ICs for DECT cord 
less telephones), (hereinafter “Components 31 Article'). 
FIG. 1 shows the basic circuit design of a standard mobile 
part S-MT which is used in the Siemens cordless telephone 
“Gigaset 951/952” (see telcom report 16 (1993), Issue 1, 
pages 26 and 27) and forms a (temporary) functional unit 
with a Standard charging Station S-LST for charging the 
energy storage (for example a rechargeable battery) which is 
used in the standard mobile part S-MT. 

In FIG. 1, the circuit design consists of a first radio part 
S-FKT connected to a first signal processing device S-SVE. 
The first Signal processing device includes a first Signal 
control part S-SST designed as a burst mode controller 
S-BMC, and a first signal conversion part S-SUT designed 
as a CODEC and AD/DA converter. A first clock generator 
S-TG is connected to a first microcontroller S-uC designed 
as a central controller S-ZS. A first BOF interface S-BSS for 
a first operator interface S-BOF. The operator interface 
consists of a first keypad S-TA, a first display device S-AE, 
a first earpiece S-HK, a first microphone S-MF and a first 
bell S-TRK. A first power Supply S-SV is connected to a first 
connection interface S-ASS for the Standard charging Station 
S-LST. The method of operation of the circuit design in FIG. 
1 is further described in the Components 31 Article cited 
above. 

Based on reference EP-O 313 776 B1 and on the above 
referenced Components 31 Article, FIG. 2 shows the prin 
ciple of the circuit design of a convenience mobile part 
K-MT, which forms a (temporary) functional unit with a 
convenience charging Station K-LST for charging the energy 
Storage (for example a rechargeable battery) which is used 
in the convenience mobile part S-MT, and for providing the 
performance feature “hands-free speech” and “loud 
Speaker'. 

In FIG. 2, the circuit design incorporates a Second radio 
part K-FKT and a Second Signal processing device K-SVE. 
The Signal processing device K-SVE includes a Second 
Signal control part K-SST designed as a burst mode con 
troller K-BMC and a second signal conversion part K-SUT 
designed as a CODEC and AD/DA converter. A second 
clock generator K-TG is connected to a Second microcon 
troller K-uC designed as a central controller K-ZS. The 
microcontroller K-uC also includes an analog/digital con 
verter ADW. A second BOF interface K-BSS for a second 
operator interface K-BOF having a second keypad K-TA 
connected to the BOF interface. The second operator inter 
face also has a Second display device K-AE connected to an 
output of the BOF interface. The second operator interface 
K-BOF also has a second earpiece K-HK and a second bell 
K-TRK, each connected to an output of the BOF interface. 
A second microphone K-MF of the operator interface 
K-BOF is connected to a input of the BOF interface. A 
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Second power Supply K-SV is connected to a Second con 
nection interface K-ASS for the convenience charging Sta 
tion K-LST. The principle of the method of operation of the 
circuit design is described in the Components 31 Article 
cited above. 
AS further described in references EP-0 624 021 A2 and 

WO92/00640 and in conjunction with the Components 31 
Article, FIG. 3 shows the principle of the circuit design of 
the convenience mobile part K-MT according to FIG. 2 and 
further provides the performance feature “hands-free 
speech” and “hands-free listening”. In FIG. 3, the connec 
tion interface K-ASS is connected, preferably detachably, to 
a headset KSG with a headset microphone KSMF and a 
headset earpiece KHK. 

The circuit design in FIG. 3 shows the radio part K-FKT, 
the Signal processing device K-SVE with the Signal control 
part K-SST designed as a burst mode controller K-BMC, 
and the signal conversion part K-SUT designed as a CODEC 
and AD/DA converter, the clock generator K-TG, the micro 
controller K-uC designed as a central controller K-ZS and 
having an analog/digital converter ADW, the BOF interface 
K-BSS for the operator interface K-BOF having the keypad 
K-TA, the display device K-AE, the earpiece K-HK, the 
microphone K-MF and the bell K-TRK, the power supply 
K-SV and the connection interface K-ASS for the headset 
KSG are connected in a similar manner as described in FIG. 
2 above. An example of the method of operation of the 
circuit design is described in the Components 31 Article 
cited above. 

There are thus four possible operating modes for the 
convenience mobile part K-MT: (1) hands-free speech/ 
loudspeaker operation in conjunction with the convenience 
charging station K-LST and operation on the convenience 
charging Station K-LST (first operating mode); (2) operation 
on the Standard charging Station S-LST (Second operating 
mode); (3) hands-free speech/hands-free listening operation 
with the headset KSG (third operating mode); and (4) 
normal/conventional handset operation (fourth operating 
mode). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the teachings of the present invention, 
an object of the invention is for an electrical apparatus to 
identify a number of different operating modes of the 
electrical apparatus quickly, easily and reliably. 

This object is achieved on the basis of a method for 
identifying operating modes of an electrical apparatus hav 
ing an original mode in which the electrical apparatus 
establishes a first number “n” equal to the number of 
operating modes where “n is greater or equal to 4 from the 
original mode, interrogation is performed at all the branch 
points to determine the Selection feature of the correspond 
ing operating modes in accordance with a decision tree. The 
decision tree includes a number of decision levels and 
level-immanent branch points, interrogation is performed at 
all the branch points, in each decision level, on the basis of 
the same Selection feature, and this object is also achieved 
in an electrical apparatus that has an original mode and 
assumes a number “n” of a number of operating modes 
where nea from the original mode, the apparatus includes 
a means for detecting Selection features for the plurality of 
operating modes, and means for controlling apparatus 
Specific functional Sequences wherein the functional 
Sequences are designed in Such a manner that interrogation 
is performed at all level-immanent branch points in each of 
a number of decision levels of a decision tree on the basis of 
a Selection feature. 
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4 
In an embodiment, a number “n” of electrical apparatus 

operating States, where “ne 4, the electrical apparatus is 
able to identify the apparatus-specific operating modes by 
interrogating on the basis of a Selection feature at all the 
branch points in a decision level of a decision tree having a 
plurality of decision levels and level-immanent branch 
points. 

In an alternative embodiment, cordless mobile part that 
detects the Selection features of the operating modes and 
controls the functional Sequences which are Specific to the 
mobile part, identifies the operating modes which are spe 
cific to the mobile part quickly, easily and reliably. A first 
operating mode entitled “Operation on a convenience charg 
ing Station', a Second operating mode entitled “Operation on 
a Standard charging Station', a third operating mode entitled 
“Operation on a headset' and a fourth operating mode 
entitled “Operation as a handset’ are connected to the 
detection means and are designed in Such a manner that 
interrogation is in each case carried out on the basis of the 
Same Selection feature at all the branch points in each 
decision level, in accordance with the decision tree having 
the decision levels and the level-immanent branch points. 

In another embodiment, the cordless mobile part results in 
a high degree of compatibility between the convenience 
mobile parts, Standard mobile parts, Standard charging Sta 
tions and convenience charging Stations. 

Additional features and advantages of the present inven 
tion are described in, and will be apparent from, the detailed 
description of the presently preferred embodiments and from 
the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a circuit diagram of a standard mobile 
telecommunications System. 

FIG. 2 shows a circuit diagram of a convenience mobile 
telecommunications System. 

FIG. 3 shows a circuit diagram of a convenience mobile 
telecommunications System. 

FIG. 4 shows a circuit diagram for the operation of a 
convenience mobile part on a convenience charging Station 
(first operating mode), 

FIG. 5 shows a circuit diagram for the operation of a 
convenience mobile part on a Standard charging Station 
(second operating mode), 

FIG. 6 shows a circuit diagram for the operation of a 
convenience mobile part on a headset (third operating 
mode), 

FIG. 7 shows a circuit diagram for the operation of a 
Standard mobile part on a convenience charging Station (fifth 
operating mode), 

FIG. 8 shows a flow chart for assuming four possible 
operating modes (first to fourth operating modes) of the 
convenience mobile part from an original mode "Call with 
mobile part for example by pressing the call key”, 

FIG. 9 shows a flow chart for various changes in the 
operating mode of the convenience mobile part. 

FIG. 10 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG. 11 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG. 12 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG. 13 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 
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FIG. 14 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG. 15 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG.16 shows a flow chart for an alternative embodiment 
of a convenience mobile telecommunication System. 

FIG. 4 shows a first operating mode BZ1 of the conve 
nience mobile part K-MT according to FIG. 2, in which the 
Second connection interface K-ASS of the convenience 
mobile part K-MT is connected to the convenience charging 
station K-LST according to FIG. 2. The first operating mode 
BZ1 is characterized by two partial operating modes, which 
represent the Standard feature “battery recharging” and the 
performance feature "hands-free Speech and loudspeaker”, a 
first partial operating mode "battery recharging and a 
Second partial operating mode "hands-free Speech and loud 
Speaker'. 

The connection between the convenience mobile part 
K-MT and the convenience charging station K-LST for these 
partial operating modes is produced via 

a) four connecting contacts of the Second connection 
interface K-ASS of the convenience mobile part K-MT 
according to FIG. 2 (convenience connecting contacts), 
a first convenience connecting contact K-AK1, a Sec 
ond convenience connecting contact K-AK2, a third 
convenience connecting contact K-AK3 and a fourth 
convenience connecting contact K-AK4, and 

b) four charging station contacts of the convenience 
charging Station K-LST according to FIG. 2 
(convenience charging station contacts), a first conve 
nience charging Station contact K-LK1, a Second con 
Venience charging Station contact K-LK2, a third con 
Venience charging Station contact K-LK3 and a fourth 
convenience charging Station contact K-LK4. 

The convenience mobile part K-MT is charged from the 
convenience charging Station K-LST via the charging Station 
contacts K-LK1, K-LK2 and the connecting contacts 
K-AK1, K-AK2. 

Signaling information items which activate the perfor 
mance feature "hands-free speech” and "loudspeaker are 
eXchanged between the convenience charging Station K-LST 
and the convenience mobile part K-MT via the charging 
station contacts K-LK1, K-LK2, K-LK3 and the connecting 
contacts K-AK1, K-AK2, K-AK3. 
Analog voice Signals are transmitted bidirectionally in the 

course of the activated performance feature "hands-free 
Speech” and "loudspeaker via the charging Station contacts 
K-LK3, K-LK4. 

In order to avoid control errors on the convenience mobile 
part K-MT in the partial operating modes of the first 
operating mode BZ1, the transmission 

a) of the charging current from the convenience charging 
station K-LST to the convenience mobile part K-MT, 

b) of the Signaling information items from the conve 
nience charging Station K-LST to the convenience 
mobile part K-MT and from the convenience mobile 
part K-MT to the convenience charging station K-LST, 
and 

c) of the analog voice Signals from the convenience 
charging Station K-LST to the convenience mobile part 
K-MT and from the convenience mobile part K-MT to 
the convenience charging Station K-LST must be con 
trolled. This is done in the convenience mobile part 
K-MT by the central controller K-ZS, K-uC in con 
junction with two switching elements SE1 SE2. The 
first Switching element SE1 is designed as a charging 
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6 
Switch. The Second Switching element SE2 is designed 
as an acknowledgement Switch. When the convenience 
mobile part K-MT is in the original mode both switch 
ing elements SE1, SE2 are closed. This original mode 
of the convenience mobile part K-MT also applies to 
FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 described below. 

Standard Feature “Battery Recharging” (first partial operat 
ing mode) 

In order to recharge the rechargeable battery K-SV 
according to FIG. 2, the convenience charging Station 
K-LST has a plug connection K-SA that is connected to an 
AC power supply (for example 220 V AC). An input of a 
main Voltage transformer K-NST is connected to the plug 
connection K-SA. An output of the main Voltage transformer 
K-NST is connected to a third Switching element SE3. The 
third Switching element SE3 is designed as a Series regulator. 
These components are connected to the first charging Station 
contact K-LK1 and produce a charging current LS. The 
charging current LS flows through a bridge rectifier BGR in 
the connection interface K-ASS of the convenience mobile 
part K-MT. After this, the charging current LS passes via the 
closed charging Switch SE1 to the rechargeable battery 
K-SV. A closed charging circuit is produced by the common 
ground connection between the convenience mobile part 
K-MT and the convenience charging station K-LST via the 
Second connecting contact K-AK2 and the Second charging 
Station contact K-LK2. 
Performance Feature “Hands-free Speech” and “Loud 
Speaker” (Second partial operating mode) 
The implementation,of the performance, feature "hands 

free, Speech” and "loudspeaker' is composed of two phases: 
(1) a preparation phase; and (2) an activation phase. 

During the preparation phase, a first signaling information 
item SI1 in the form of a first Signaling current is transmitted 
via the first charging Station contact K-LK1 and the con 
necting contact K-AK1 to the convenience mobile part 
K-MT. The signaling information item SI1 is initiated in the 
convenience charging Station K-LST by manual operation of 
a momentary-contact Switch TA and is produced by a pulse 
generator PG which is connected to the series regulator SE3. 
In order to transmit the Signaling information item SI1, the 
pulse generator PG briefly interrupts the transmission path 
for the charging current LS and at the same time connects the 
transmission path for the Signaling information item SI1 to 
the charging Station contact K-LK1. The Signaling informa 
tion item SI1 which is transmitted to the convenience mobile 
part K-MT is detected in an identification circuit EKS which 
has a Switch-mode regulator (not shown), and is passed on 
to the central controller K-ZS. The closed circuit for the first 
Signaling current is achieved by the common ground con 
nection between the convenience mobile part K-MT and the 
convenience charging Station K-LST via the Second con 
necting contact K-AK2 and the Second charging Station 
contact K-LK2. 

In an activation phase, which follows the preparation 
phase, the central controller K-ZS ensures that the charging 
Switch SE1 is opened, and that the acknowledgement Switch 
SE2 is closed at the same time. By closing the acknowl 
edgement Switch SE2, a Second Signaling information item 
SI2 is fed via the third connecting contact K-AK3 and a third 
charging Station contact K-LK3 to a hands-free speech/ 
loudspeaker circuit FLS in the convenience charging Station 
K-LST. The second signaling information item SI2 is used 
as an acknowledgement information item for the first Sig 
naling information item SI1 and is in the form of a Second 
Signaling current. On receiving this signaling information 
item SI2, the hands-free speech/loudspeaker circuit FLS 
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Switches on a hands-free speech microphone FMF and a 
loudspeaker LSP. 

After this, the central controller K-ZS checks via the 
analog/digital converter ADW whether any microphone 
current MFS is flowing as a consequence of the hands-free 
speech microphone FMF having been switched on. 

If the microphone current MFS is flowing, then 
a) the microphone K-MF and the earpiece K-HK in the 

convenience mobile part K-MT are switched off by the 
central controller K-ZS, K-uC and 

b) the acknowledgement Switch SE2 remains closed. 
Otherwise, 

a) the microphone K-MF and the earpiece K-HK in the 
convenience mobile part K-MT remain Switched on 
and 

b) the acknowledgement Switch SE2 is opened. 
If the microphone current MFS is flowing, then the 

performance feature "hands-free Speech” and "loudspeaker' 
is activated, and the analog voice Signals can be transmitted 
bidirectionally between the hands-free speech microphone 
FMF and the BOF interface K-BSS according to FIG. 2, as 
well as the BOF interface K-BSS and the loudspeaker LSP 
via the charging Station contacts K-LK3, K-LK4 and the 
connecting contacts K-AK3, K-AK4. 

The closed circuit for the Second Signaling current, the 
microphone current MFS and the analog voice Signals is 
once again achieved by the common ground connection 
between the convenience mobile part K-MT and the con 
Venience charging Station K-LST via the Second connecting 
contact K-AK2 and the Second charging Station contact 
K-LK2. 
The performance feature “hands-free speech” and “loud 

Speaker' is preferably activated in the manner described 
above by the convenience mobile part K-MT via the 
acknowledgement Switch SE2 and the central controller 
K-ZS, K-uC. To this extent, the preferred deactivation 
occurs by the convenience mobile part K-MT via the 
acknowledgement Switch SE2 and the central controller 
K-ZS, K-uC. Upon deactivation of the performance feature, 
the charging Switch SE1 is preferably reset-for a Subse 
quent charging process-again to its closed original posi 
tion. The activation and deactivation of the performance 
feature by the convenience mobile part K-MT has the 
advantage that there is no risk of the hands-free speech/ 
loudspeaker circuit FSL being activated inadvertently in the 
event of any bounce of the mobile part occurring when said 
mobile part is inserted into the convenience charging Station 
K-LST, which is designed as a charging Shell. 
The above Statements, which relate to a convenience 

mobile part K-MT having the performance feature “hands 
free Speech” and "loudspeaker”, can also be extended to 
convenience mobile parts K-MT having the performance 
feature "hands-free speech” and/or "loudspeaker, taking 
account of the performance-feature-Specific changes linked 
to this. 

FIG. 5 shows a second operating mode BZ2 of the 
convenience mobile part K-MT according to FIG. 2, in 
which the second connection interface K-ASS of the con 
venience mobile part K-MT is connected to the standard 
charging Station S-LST according to FIG. 1. In the Second 
operating mode BZ2, only the Standard feature is Supported, 
with the Second connection interface K-ASS according to 
FIG. 4, by the convenience mobile part K-MT which is 
designed for the Standard feature "battery recharging” and 
the performance feature “hands-free speech” and “loud 
Speaker'. 

The connection between the convenience mobile part 
K-MT and the standard charging station S-LST is in this case 
produced via 
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8 
a) the first connecting contact K-AK1 and the fourth 

connecting contact K-AK4 of the four convenience 
connecting contacts of the Second connection interface 
K-ASS of the convenience mobile part K-MT accord 
ing to FIG. 4, and 

b) two charging Station contacts of the Standard charging 
Station S-LST according to FIG. 1 (Standard charging 
Station contacts), a first standard charging contact 
S-LK1 and a Second Standard charging Station contact 
S-LK2. 

The Second connecting contact K-AK2 and the third con 
necting contact K-AK3 remain unused for the connection 
between the convenience mobile part K-MT and the stan 
dard charging station S-LST. This means that the first 
Switching element SE1, which is designed as a charging 
Switch, is permanently closed in the Second operating mode 
BZ2, and the second Switching element SE1, which is 
designed as an acknowledgement Switch, is permanently 
closed in the Second operating mode BZ2-thus, in the 
original mode. 

a) connecting contact K-AK3 and the fourth connecting 
contact K-AK4 of the four convenience connecting 
contacts of the Second connection interface K-ASS of 
the convenience mobile part K-MT according to-FIG. 
4, and 

b) three headset contacts of the headset KSG according to 
FIG. 3, a first headset contact KK1, a second headset 
contact KK2 and a third headset contact KK3. 

The first connecting contact K-AK1 remains unused for the 
connection between the convenience mobile part K-MT and 
the headset KSG. This means that the first Switching element 
SE1, which is designed as a charging Switch, is permanently 
closed in the third operating mode BZ3 (original mode of the 
switching element SE1). 

Since the acknowledgement Switch SE2 is closed in the 
original state, when the headset contacts KK1 ... KK3 of the 
headset KSG are plugged onto the connection interface 
K-ASS by means of the connecting contacts K-AK2 . . . 
K-AK4, the headset KSG is automatically activated, 
together with the headset microphone KSMF and the 
earpiece/headset loudspeaker KHK/KLSP 
A check is now carried out once again via the analog/ 

digital converter ADW in the central controller K-ZS to 
determine whether any microphone current MFS is flowing 
as a result of the headset microphone KSMF having been 
Switched on. 

If this is the case, then 
a) the microphone K-MF and the earpiece K-HK in the 

convenience mobile part K-MT are switched off by the 
central controller K-ZS, K-uC and 

b) the acknowledgement Switch SE2 remains closed. 
Otherwise, 

a) the microphone K-MF and the earpiece K-HK in the 
convenience mobile part K-MT remain Switched on 
and 

b) the acknowledgement Switch SE2 remains closed. 
If any microphone current MFS is flowing, then the 

performance feature “hands-free speech” and “hands-free 
listening” is activated, and the analog Voice Signals can be 
transmitted bidirectionally between the headset microphone 
KSMF and the BOF interface K-BSS according to FIG.3, as 
well as the BOF interface K-BSS and the earpiece KHK, via 
the headset contacts KK2, KK3 and the connecting contacts 
K-AK3, K-AK4. 
The closed circuit for any microphone current MFS and 

for the analog Voice Signals is achieved by the common 
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ground connection between the convenience mobile part 
K-MT and the headset KSG via the second connecting 
contact K-AK2 and the first headset contact KK1. 

The above description, which relate to a convenience 
mobile part K-MT having the performance feature “hands 
free Speech” and "hands-free listening can also be extended 
to convenience mobile parts K-MT having the performance 
feature “hands-free speech” and/or “hands-free listening”, 
taking into account the performance-feature-Specific 
changes. 
A further, fourth operating mode BZ4 of the convenience 

mobile part K-MT according to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 is handset 
operation, in which the convenience mobile part K-MT is 
operated without a convenience charging Station K-LST, 
without a Standard charging Station S-LST and without a 
headset KSG. The connecting contacts K-AK1 . . . K-AK4 
all remain unused in this case. 

FIG. 7 shows a fifth operating mode BZ5 of the standard 
mobile part S-MT according to FIG. 1, in which the first 
connection interface S-ASS of the standard mobile part 
S-MT is connected to the convenience charging Station 
K-LST according to FIG. 2. In the fifth operating mode BZ2, 
only the Standard feature is Supported, with the first con 
nection interface S-ASS according to FIG. 1, by the standard 
mobile part S-MT which is designed for the standard feature 
"battery recharging, although the convenience charging 
station K-LST has the capability for “hands-free speech” 
and “loudspeaker”. 
The connection between the standard mobile part S-MT 

and the convenience charging Station K-LST is in this case 
produced via 

a) the first charging Station contact K-LK1 and the fourth 
charging Station contact K-LK4 of the four charging 
Station contacts of the convenience charging Station 
K-LST according to FIG. 2, and 

b) two connecting contacts of the Standard mobile part 
S-MT according to FIG. 1 (standard connecting 
contacts), a first Standard connecting contact S-AK1 
and a Second Standard connecting contact S-AK2. 

The Second charging Station contact K-LK2 and the third 
charging Station contact K-LK3 remain unused for the 
connection between the standard mobile part S-MT and the 
convenience charging Station K-LST. This means that the 
hands-free Speech/loudspeaker circuit FLS is inactive. 

In order to recharge the rechargeable battery S-SV in the 
standard mobile part S-MT according to FIG. 1, the charging 
current LS is produced in the convenience charging Station 
K-LST by the plug connection K-SA for the AC power 
supply (for example 220 V AC) and the power supply 
voltage transformer S-NST. In the first connection interface 
S-ASS of the standard mobile part S-MT, the charging 
current LS first of all flows through the bridge rectifier BGR, 
which is connected to the first connecting contact S-AK1. 
After this, the charging current LS passes via the closed 
charging Switch SE1 to the rechargeable battery S-SV. A 
closed charging circuit is produced by the common ground 
connection between the standard mobile part S-MT and the 
convenience charging Station K-LST, via the Second con 
necting contact S-AK2 and the fourth charging Station 
contact K-LK4. To this end, the bridge rectifier BGR is 
connected in the illustrated manner by a first output to the 
ground potential of the connection interface S-ASS and of 
the standard mobile part S-MT, and by a second output via 
the Second connecting contact S-AK2, the fourth charging 
Station contact S-LK4 and a diode D, to the ground potential 
of the convenience charging Station K-LST. 

FIG. 8 shows a flow chart illustrating how the conve 
nience mobile part K-MT assumes the four operating modes 
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BZ1 . . . BZ4 from an original mode AZ (“Call with the 
mobile part, for example by pressing the call key'), which 
is implemented and runs in the central controller K-ZS of the 
convenience mobile part K-MT. The flow chart comprises a 
decision tree ESB having two decision levels, a first decision 
level ESE1 and a second decision level ESE2. In the first 
decision level ESE1, there is a first branch point VZS1, at 
which interrogation is carried out on the basis of a first 
selection feature SM1 (“is any charging current flowing?”) 
for the operating modes BZ1 . . . BZ4. 

In the second decision level ESE2, there are two second 
branch points VZS2, at which interrogation is in each case 
carried out on the basis of a second selection feature SM2 
(“is any microphone current flowing?') for the operating 
modes BZ1 . . . BZ4. 

FIG. 9 to FIG.16 show flow charts for various changes in 
the operating mode of the convenience mobile part K-MT, 
which are implemented and run in the central controller 
K-ZS. 
Although other modifications and changes may be Sug 

gested by those skilled in the art, it is the intention of the 
inventors to embody within the patent warranted hereon all 
changes and modifications as reasonably and properly come 
within the scope of their contribution to the art. 

I claim: 
1. A method for identifying a plurality of operating modes 

of an electrical apparatus, the method comprising the Steps 
of: 

establishing an original mode, 
assuming a first number “n” of the plurality of operating 
modes where “ne 4” from the original mode; 

defining a decision tree having a plurality of decision 
levels and a plurality of level immanent branch points, 
wherein for n operating modes, there are a Second 
number “m” decision levels such that “2"ene2"+ 
1'; and 

performing an interrogation, in Sequential fashion from a 
first decision level to a last decision level of the 
plurality of decision levels, at each of the branch points 
on each of the plurality of decision levels on the basis 
of a Same Selection feature of the plurality of operating 
modes in accordance with the decision tree, wherein 
each respective result of the interrogation at the branch 
points on the last decision level directly results in the 
identification of a respective one of the plurality of 
operating modes. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 

operating the electrical apparatus in a first operating mode 
for operating on a convenience charging Station, a 
Second operating mode for operating on a Standard 
charging Station, a third operating mode for operating 
on a headset or a fourth operating mode for operating 
as a handset. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the step of 
performing an interrogation further comprises the Steps of: 

detecting a first Selection feature for the flow of charging 
current; and 

detecting a Second Selection feature for the flow of 
microphone current. 

4. An electrical apparatus having an original mode and 
assuming a number “n” of a plurality of operating modes 
wherein “nea” from the original mode, the apparatus com 
prising: 
means for detecting Selection features for the plurality of 

operating modes, and 
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means for controlling apparatus-specific functional 
Sequences connected to the means for detecting Selec 
tion features, where the apparatus-specific functional 
Sequences are designed in Such a manner that an 
interrogation is performed, in Sequential fashion from a 
first decision level to a last decision level of a plurality 
of decision levels, at all level-immanent branch points 
on each of the plurality of decision levels of a decision 
tree on the basis of a same Selection feature wherein for 
in operating modes, there are a Second number 'm' 
decision levels such that "2"ene2"'+1", wherein 
each respective result of the interrogation at the branch 
points on the last decision level directly results in the 
identification of the respective one of the plurality of 
operating modes. 

5. The electrical apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein 
the electrical apparatus is a cordless mobile part. 
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6. The electrical apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein 

the cordless mobile part has a first operating mode for 
operating on a convenience charging Station, a Second 
operating mode for operating on a Standard charging Station, 
a third operating mode for operating on a headset and a 
fourth operating mode for operating as a handset. 

7. The electrical apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein 
the means for detecting detects the flow of charging current 
and the flow of microphone current. 

8. The electrical apparatus as claimed in claim 6 further 
comprising: four connecting contacts in the means for 
detecting by which the electrical apparatus (K-MT) can be 
connected to a convenience charging Station, a Standard 
charging Station or a headset. 


